Recycling Solutions

Baler Feed Systems

Hinged steel, combination, and slider bed belt conveyors specifically designed for feeding material into any brand of baler.

Product Destruction Systems

For over 20 years our team has been designing material handling equipment for document destruction processes for plant based, mobile, e-scrap and proprietary product.

Shredding/Grinding Systems

Container dumpers, infeed and discharge conveyors that are designed for any style shredding or grinding system.

Sort Systems

Designs for manual or automated sorting in recyclable material recovery applications with a variety of conveyor and mezzanine designs.

For additional information, visit our web site: www.endura-veyor.com
Recycling Equipment

4", 6" & 9" Pitch Conveyors

Manufactured to the highest standard in the industry and currently being used in numerous recycling and manufacturing operations.

Container Dumpers

The most standard designs in the industry, this equipment can help your facility increase employee productivity and decrease the risk of injury due to bending and lifting.

Metering Conveyors

Designed to even out the bulk flow of materials for improving productivity in your processing line.

Trough Belt Conveyors

Broad range of trough belt conveyor designs that are proven performers in the recycling, wood, aggregate, foundry and waste to energy industries.